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Challenges and advances in the computational
modeling of biological phosphate hydrolysis
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Phosphate ester hydrolysis is fundamental to many life processes, and has been the topic of substantial
experimental and computational research eﬀort. However, even the simplest of phosphate esters can be
hydrolyzed through multiple possible pathways that can be diﬃcult to distinguish between, either
experimentally, or computationally. Therefore, the mechanisms of both the enzymatic and nonenzymatic reactions have been historically controversial. In the present contribution, we highlight a
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number of technical issues involved in reliably modeling these computationally challenging reactions, as
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discussing both the non-enzymatic reaction in aqueous solution, as well as insights obtained from the

well as proposing potential solutions. We also showcase examples of our own work in this area,
computational modeling of organophosphate hydrolysis and catalytic promiscuity amongst enzymes
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that catalyze phosphoryl transfer.

1 Introduction
Phosphate esters are the building blocks of life, participating in
a wide range of biological processes, from cellular signaling, to
protein synthesis, to maintaining the integrity of genetic material,
to name just a few examples.1–3 These compounds are among the
most stable on earth, and the half-lives for their hydrolyses in
water can exceed millions of years,4 making the corresponding
enzymes that catalyze these reactions among the most proficient
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on the planet.4–8 Therefore, phosphatases – enzymes that
hydrolyze phosphate esters – are of great interest to study from
both a biochemical and a biomedical perspective, as they are
either directly or indirectly the target of a substantial proportion of all drugs currently on the market.9–11 As a result, both
the non-enzymatic and enzymatic hydrolysis of phosphate
esters has been the subject of substantial research effort for
several decades, as reviewed in detail in, for example, ref. 1–3.
There exists a broad physical organic chemistry toolkit for
the experimental elucidation of reaction mechanisms, including,
for example, studying linear free energy relationships,12,13 isotope
eﬀects,14 or entropic eﬀects.12 From a computational perspective,
there have been substantial improvements in not just computer
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power but also computational algorithms for modeling (bio)chemical function and reactivity using quantum and classical
mechanical approaches.15,16 Therefore, it would be reasonable to
assume that after several decades of research eﬀort, the fundamental mechanisms for the hydrolysis of phosphate esters
should be well understood. However, the fine details of phosphate ester hydrolysis remain controversial, both in terms of
disagreements between experimental and computational interpretations of the same data,2,3 and also between diﬀerent
computational studies that have suggested vastly diﬀerent
mechanisms (sometimes even for the hydrolysis of the same
compound) depending on the level of theory and specific
approaches used.3 The underlying causes of this controversy
are manifold: (1) the low-lying d-orbitals on the phosphorus
atom can potentially become involved in the chemical reaction,
making phosphate esters highly versatile compounds, where
even the simplest of compounds can potentially react through
multiple plausible reaction mechanisms (Fig. 1), (2) because of
the low-lying d-orbitals and the polarizability of the phosphorus
atom, a high level of theory with a large basis set needs to be
used in quantum chemical studies of phosphates, and modeling
the reactivity of these compounds in a reliable way is a non-trivial
problem, resulting also in severe basis set dependence of the
results, (3) the high charge of these compounds means that a
pure implicit solvent model (as often used in quantum chemical
calculations) can be inadequate to describe the associated
transition states, and either mixed implicit/explicit or fully
explicit solvent models are needed,17 and, finally, (4) very few
of the computational studies have directly compared all possible
mechanisms at the same level of theory, which is critical when
multiple potential pathways (that can be theoretically quite
similar in energy18–20) are involved.
Despite this, recent years have seen substantial advances in
the computational modeling of both enzymatic and nonenzymatic phosphoryl (and more recently the related sulfuryl)
transfer reactions, using a range of computational approaches.
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Fig. 1 Multiple mechanisms for the hydrolysis of phosphate monoester
dianions. (A) A comparison of diﬀerent mechanistic pathways for hydroxide
attack on a simple phosphate monoester dianion. The reaction can
hypothetically proceed through either associative (AN + DN), dissociative
(DN + AN), or concerted (ANDN) mechanisms. These pathways involve either
full phosphorane (AN + DN) or metaphosphate (DN + AN) intermediates,
or a single concerted transition state (ANDN), which can itself be either
associative or dissociative in nature, depending on the degree of bond
formation to the nucleophile and bond cleavage to the leaving group. (B) In
the case of water-attack, the mechanistic options are further complicated
because not only do all diﬀerent mechanistic options highlighted in (A) also
apply to this reaction, but the reaction can further be either substrate- or
solvent- (general-base) assisted, as described in the main text. Finally, while
all the diﬀerent mechanisms shown here operate via in-line nucleophilic
attack, non-inline pathways are, in principle, also feasible.

In this review, we will present work, by both ourselves and
others, that has advanced our understanding of both the nonenzymatic hydrolysis of a range of phosphate esters, as well as
the corresponding enzyme catalyzed reactions. Our focus will
be on a range of biological systems that have been of particular
interest to our research group. In doing so, we will highlight not
only the computational challenges that are particular to studying
these compounds, but also the contributions that computation can
make to further advancing our understanding of the mechanisms
and catalysis of this biologically critical class of reactions.

2 Modeling non-enzymatic
phosphoryl transfer
The non-enzymatic hydrolysis of phosphate esters has been the
subject of substantial experimental and computational research
eﬀort,2,3 with particular focus on the hydrolysis of phosphate
mono- and diesters, as well as polyphosphates as models for
biological guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis. Phosphate triesters have also been
studied, albeit to a lesser extent,2 in particular in the context
of the degradation of organophosphate pesticides and nerve
agents.21 As shown in Fig. 1, even the simplest of phosphate
esters can be hydrolyzed through multiple diﬀerent mechanisms.
This includes dissociative (DN + AN), associative (AN + DN) or
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concerted (ANDN) pathways, as well as both substrate and solventassisted pathways. The preferred mechanism will, in turn, also
depend on the esterification level of the phosphate, in addition
to environmental eﬀects such as solvent and pH,2,3,22 further
complicating attempts to obtain a clear mechanistic picture. We
will focus this section primarily on the hydrolysis of phosphate
monoesters and related compounds, as these have been both
extensively studied experimentally,2,3 and also have been of
particular interest to us in our recent work.17,20,23–25
Experimentally, the hydrolysis of phosphate monoesters is
believed to proceed through loose, dissociative transition
states, on the basis of the steep slope of the linear free energy
relationship for the hydrolyses of these compounds (blg = 1.23),13
near-zero activation entropies,26 as well as, in the case of
p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP) hydrolysis, kinetic isotope
eﬀects (KIE)14,27 that show a large normal isotope eﬀect on
the bridging oxygen at the position of bond-cleavage (i.e., the
oxygen in the axial position, bridging the phosphorus atom and
the leaving group, Olg, 18kbridge = 1.0189), an inverse isotope
eﬀect (18knonbridge = 0.9994) on the non-bridging oxygens (i.e.,
the oxygen atoms in the equatorial positions, Onb), and a 15k
isotope eﬀect that is close to the maximum value that would be
expected for breaking the bond to the leaving group at the
transition state (15k = 1.0028). Computational studies, however,
have been less conclusive, with both associative and dissociative
transition states being proposed for the hydrolysis of these
compounds,18,28–31 including an apparent leaving-group dependence
for the preferred mechanism of hydrolysis.18,20,29–31 A second
controversial issue has revolved around nucleophile activation:
while one would normally assume general-base catalysis in a
solvent-assisted pathway, the pKa of the non-bridging oxygens of
phosphate monoesters and triphosphates such as ATP or GTP
(in the range of around 6–732) make a substrate-assisted pathway also plausible, as shown in Fig. 1, and whether such a
pathway is in fact possible has been the subject of substantial
debate in the literature.2,31,33–36
Our starting point for exploring the competing mechanisms
of phosphate ester hydrolysis has been a comparison of the
non-enzymatic hydrolysis of pNPP and p-nitrophenyl sulfate
( pNPS).23 This study was motivated by a general interest in
catalytic promiscuity amongst enzymes that catalyze phosphoryl
and sulfuryl transfer.37,38 Furthermore, these two experimentally
well-studied compounds served as model systems for understanding these classes of reactions,12–14,26,27,39 at a time when
minimal computational work had been performed on these
reactions.40,41
The hydrolyses of these two compounds have virtually
identical reaction rates (1.6  10 8 s 1 (ref. 12) for pNPP and
1.87  10 9 s 1 (ref. 27) for pNPS hydrolysis, respectively), as
well as very similar 18kbridge, 18knonbridge, and 15k KIE (1.0189,
0.9994, and 1.0028 for pNPP, and 1.0210, 0.9951, and 1.0026 for
pNPS).14,26,27 Taking into account their similar ground state
geometries, it has been argued in the literature that the two
reactions proceed via identical loose transition states.26,27
However, the activation entropies for the two reactions are very
diﬀerent, at +3.5 eu for the pH-independent hydrolysis of pNPP,
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and 18.5 eu for the pH-independent hydrolysis of pNPS,14,26
where ‘‘eu’’ refers to entropy units, with 1 eu corresponding to
1 cal K 1 mol 1. In addition, the diﬀerences between P–O and
S–O equilibrium bond lengths and the polarizability of the
corresponding phosphate and sulfate anions suggest that all
might not be as simple as it seems, and that there are larger
differences involved between the two compounds.
In our initial work on this topic,23 we generated 2D energy
landscapes for the hydrolysis of the two compounds in implicit
solvent, using density functional theory. We obtained energy
landscapes indicating a loose dissociative transition state for
pNPS hydrolysis, in agreement with experimental predictions.27
In the case of pNPP hydrolysis, however, our energy landscapes
predicted a more associative, substrate-assisted pathway, in
disagreement with experiment, but in agreement with previous
computational studies of related compounds.29,42 The approximate
transition state geometries, from the energy landscapes, were
subjected to unconstrained geometry optimization in order to
find the actual transition states. The transition states structures
were then characterized by frequency calculations as well as
following the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)43 in the reactant and product directions. The predicted activation free
energies were in reasonable agreement with experiment, and
additional calculations of the corresponding activation free
energies in explicit solvent could reproduce the large diﬀerence
between the experimental activation free energies.23 However,
while the calculations could quantitatively reproduce the experimental KIE for pNPS hydrolysis to a reasonable degree, they
could not reproduce the corresponding KIE for pNPP hydrolysis.
That is, in contrast to the experimental values,14,27 the calculations predicted small normal KIE of 1.002 and 1.004 for 18kbridge
and 15k, respectively, which would indicate a transition state
with very little bond breaking to the leaving group, in agreement
with the calculations. In addition, as discussed in ref. 23, our
energy landscapes in pure implicit solvent did not show a clear
saddle point for pNPP hydrolysis. These major discrepancies
suggested that our initial calculations are only telling part of the
story when it comes to understanding the hydrolyses of these
prototypical compounds.
To address this issue, we experimented with mixed-solvent
models in subsequent work,17 by including between one and
eight explicit water molecules to microsolvate the system and
provide explicit hydrogen bonding interactions in addition to
the implicit solvent model. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the
calculated energy landscapes for pNPP and pNPS hydrolysis in
the presence of two explicit water molecules embedded into
implicit solvent, as well as the associated transition states
obtained from unconstrained geometry optimization. As can
be seen from this figure, the energy landscapes for pNPP and
pNPS hydrolysis are largely in agreement with our previous
work,23 suggesting a substrate-assisted mechanism for pNPP
hydrolysis and a solvent-assisted mechanism for pNPS hydrolysis.
Therefore, (1) once explicit solvent molecules are included, it is
possible to see a clear saddle point on the energy landscape for
pNPP hydrolysis, and (2) the energy landscape for pNPP hydrolysis does not indicate the existence of a solvent-assisted pathway.
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Fig. 2 Energy landscapes (in kcal mol 1) for the hydrolyses of (A) p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP) and (B) p-nitrophenyl sulfate (pNPS), calculated at the
M06-2X/6-311+G**(SMD)//M06-2X/6-31+G*(SMD) level of theory. The corresponding transition states for the (C) substrate- and (D and E) solventassisted hydrolyses of pNPP and pNPS, highlighting the relevant bond distances to the incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group (in Å). As
discussed in the main text, the solvent-assisted transition state for pNPP hydrolysis, shown in panel (B), cannot be observed on the calculated energy
landscape (A), and can only be obtained by re-optimizing the transition state for the hydrolysis of the sulfate monoester, following a single-atom
perturbation between the two transition states. Panels (A and B) are modified from ref. 17, copyrighted to the American Chemical Society. The
coordinates for panels (C–E) come from the ESI of the same paper.

Perturbing the solvent-assisted transition state for pNPS hydrolysis by simply substituting S for P and re-optimizing this
transition state, however, reveals the corresponding solventassisted transition state for pNPP hydrolysis. This transition
state is marginally more dissociative than the transition state
for the solvent monoester, but at 27.2 kcal mol 1, the activation
free energy for this pathway is also substantially lower than that
calculated for the substrate assisted pathway (34.9 kcal mol 1).
In addition, unlike the substrate-assisted transition state, KIE
calculations on the solvent-assisted transition state yield values
that are in excellent agreement with experiment.
The major reason for this discrepancy, and the ‘‘missing
transition state’’ on the energy landscape for pNPP hydrolysis,
arises simply due to the problems with compressing a multidimensional surface onto two projected coordinates, including
compressing the proton transfer onto a More O’Ferrall–Jencks
plot44,45 that takes into account only the P–O distances to the
incoming nucleophile and departing leaving group to generate
the reaction coordinate. This problem was anticipated almost
four decades ago,46 and it remains just as relevant now as it was
then. Ideally, one would instead want to generate a reaction
cube, which is, at present, far too computationally costly to
be realistically feasible. One way to partially circumvent such
problem is to examine different slices through the energy

3080 | Chem. Commun., 2018, 54, 3077--3089

landscape rather than the full reaction cube, as has been done
in elegant work by Warshel and coworkers.47 However, this
discrepancy highlights the problems with drawing mechanistic
conclusions from a simple 2D projection of a complex multidimensional landscape.
In addition to examining the competition between diﬀerent
pathways, ref. 17 also explored the role of explicit solvent
molecules in the calculations, a topic of some prior debate in
the literature.48–50 We demonstrated that, for these highly
charged compounds, a pure implicit solvent model is inadequate
for correctly capturing the activation free energies, and the
calculated values are, unsurprisingly, highly sensitive to the
inclusion of additional explicit water molecules. However, once
all potential hydrogen bond donors/acceptors were saturated, the
calculated activation free energies also seemed to converge, such
that the inclusion of additional water molecules had less impact.
The changes in energy were quite dramatic, from a difference
of 9.2 kcal mol 1 between the two pathways for pNPP hydrolysis
in pure implicit solvent, to only 2 kcal mol 1 once sufficient
explicit water molecules had been added to the system. Interestingly, the calculated KIE were largely insensitive to the
explicit water molecules, and were thus a much more reliable
marker of mechanistic preference than the actual calculated
energies.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Based on this initial work,17,23 we have addressed a range of
related problems, including the eﬀect of leaving group variation on phosphate monoester hydrolysis,20 the eﬀect of metal
ions on the hydrolysis of methyl triphosphate and acetyl
phosphate,25 and the reactions of substituted pyridinio-Nphosphonates with pyridine,24 which eliminates the challenges
involved in addressing the competition between substrate- and
solvent-assisted mechanisms. In the case of phosphate monoester
hydrolysis with diﬀerent leaving groups, we observe a leavinggroup dependent mechanistic shift,20 in line with previous
computational work.18,29,31 Our calculations suggest that for
most phosphate monoester dianions, a solvent-assisted pathway
dominates, although a substrate-assisted pathway becomes
viable only for very poor leaving groups.20 This is borne out
also in our study of the eﬀect of metal ions on phosphate
hydrolysis,25 where the solvent-assisted pathway is consistently
energetically preferred, in line with our studies of phosphate
monoesters. Finally, in the case of the pyridinio-N-phosphonates,24
where proton transfer is no longer an issue, we obtain loose
symmetrical transition states for the reaction with pyridine, in
agreement with prior experimental work.51
Merging these studies with our previous work on the alkaline
hydrolysis of compounds such as phosphate diesters,52 fluorophosphates,53 and sulfonate monoesters,54 enabled us to construct
the More O’Ferrall–Jencks diagram shown in Fig. 3. From this
figure, it can be seen that all compounds of interest react
through loose transition states, although there is movement
of the transition state for different compounds as the leaving
group stability varies. As discussed in detail in ref. 24, this does
not appear to follow the predictions of a simple analysis, for
example in terms of linking leaving group ability to transition

Feature Article

state structure. However, as also noted in ref. 24, many of the
compounds presented in Fig. 3 do not include an identity
reaction, and involve reactions with hydroxide. This may explain
why such transition states appear to have dissociative character
but lie far from the diagonal of the plot, where the identity
reaction would have to fall if the reaction were to pass through a
single transition state during the reaction. Nevertheless, taken
together, this data gives us a detailed computational overview of the
reactivity of different phosphate esters (and related compounds),
and provided us with a strong foundation from which to address
the more complex issue of enzymatic phosphoryl transfer.

3 Alkaline phosphatases and catalytic
promiscuity
A key feature of many enzymes that catalyze phosphoryl transfer is
that they are catalytically promiscuous, and able to catalyze the
reactions of a range of chemically distinct substrates in addition to
their native activities.38,55 Already in 1976, Jensen proposed that
catalytic promiscuity is important to the evolution of new enzyme
functions (Fig. 4),56 a hypothesis that has been validated by
extensive later studies, including seminal work in ref. 57 and 58,
amongst others. For historical reasons, the alkaline phosphatase
(AP) superfamily has been a particularly important model
system for understanding catalytic promiscuity and protein
evolution,15,38,55,59,60 and therefore we will discuss both our
computational work and that of others in this section.
The AP superfamily is a large superfamily of enzymes that
catalyze the hydrolysis of phospho- and sulfo-moieties
(i.e., catalyzing the cleavage of P–O, S–O, and P–C bonds).55,61

Fig. 3 More O’Ferrall–Jencks plot indicating the shifting nature of the transition states calculated for the hydrolysis reactions of five groups of
compounds obtained in our previous studies. The calculated Wiberg bond indices62 for the P(S)-leaving group and P(S)-nucleophile bonds were used as
reaction coordinates (bond breaking and bond forming, respectively). This figure is adapted from ref. 24.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 4 A schematic illustration of the evolutionary tree of a hypothetical
primordial generalist enzyme ancestor (light green node). As the ancestral
enzyme was promiscuous, the mutations it accumulated during evolution
led to many modern more specialized enzymes (dark blue nodes), each
carrying a specific activity, but many retaining some (or all) of their initial
promiscuous activities, albeit at lower levels.

They achieve this using similar catalytic apparatus, involving at
least one divalent metal center (typically Ca2+, Zn2+, or Mn2+),38
as well as an alcohol or alkoxide nucleophile (e.g., the side
chains of Ser, Thr, or post-translationally modified formylglycine,
Fig. 5A).15 The requirement for metal ions is absolute. In
addition, these enzymes are not only catalytically promiscuous,
but also cross-promiscuous, such that the native reaction for
one superfamily member is often a promiscuous side reaction
in other superfamily members (Fig. 5B), and, in some cases, the
promiscuous activities can compete with the native activity in
terms of catalytic proficiency.59 Therefore, this superfamily
provides an excellent model system for mapping the evolution
and emergence of new enzyme functions.
Challenges in modeling alkaline (and related) phosphatases
In additional to the general challenges with studying phosphoryl transfer outlined in the previous section, there are
two major challenges when studying this group of enzymes
computationally. The first of these is the overall size of the
systems, as these enzymes can be (large) monomers, dimers or
even tetramers.38,55,63 While this issue can be addressed by
performing simulations using truncated systems (either fully
truncating the system in quantum chemical cluster models or
by only allowing part of the system to be mobile), as has been
done by both ourselves and others in previous work,63–66 a
bigger problem (from a computational perspective) is the
absolute dependence of these enzymes on metal ions for their
catalytic activities.38 That is, while the arylsulfatase (AS) from
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PAS) is a Ca2+-dependent enzyme,37,67,68
which is relatively straightforward to model computationally, the
name-giving member of the superfamily, AP, is a Zn2+-dependent
phosphomonoesterase, with an additional Mg2+ ion in close
proximity of the active site,69,70 that demonstrates promiscuous
phosphodiesterase and, to a lesser extent, sulfatase activity.71,72
Nucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase (NPP), in contrast, is a preferential phosphodiesterase, although this enzyme
is also Zn2+-dependent.73,74 Finally, the phosphonate monoester
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hydrolases (PMH) from Rhizobium leguminosarum and Burkholderia
caryophilli (RlPMH and BcPMH, respectively) preferentially hydrolyze
phosphonate monoesters and phosphate diesters, although they
use the same post-translationally modified formylglycine residue
that is common to all sulfatases.75,76 The precise catalytic metal ion
used by the latter two enzymes remains unclear, although the most
likely candidate is Mn2+, with some degree of metal promiscuity.75,76
Clearly, the metal ions pose challenges for both classical and
quantum mechanical models, both in terms of correctly
describing the structural properties of these metal ions, as well
as the corresponding electrostatic properties.77,78 An example
of this, in the case of alkaline phosphatases, can be seen in the
debate surrounding the relative stability of the catalytic metal
ions in AP and NPP.15 We have attempted to avoid these problems
in our simulations by using a multisite model, originally developed
by Åqvist and Warshel to explore free-energy relationships in
metalloenzymes (i.e., exploring free energies of metal substitution
in Staphylococcal nuclease in particular).79 Based on the original
work by Warshel, we have developed refined multisite models for
Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, Zn2+, Co2+, Ni2+, and Mn2+,80 followed by a
multisite model for Cu2+ that takes into account the Jahn–Teller
distortion of this metal.81 Finally, we used Merz’ 12-6-4 LennardJones potential, which takes into account ion-induced dipole
interactions,82 to develop new multisite modes for highly
charged metal ions.83 These models have allowed us to explore
the activities and selectivities of a range of organophosphate
hydrolases, including methyl parathion hydrolase (MPH),84
and phosphonate monoester hydrolases,63 as described in the
following section.
Modeling the specificity and promiscuity of alkaline
phosphatases using the empirical valence bond approach
Our initial interest in modeling the specificity and promiscuity
of alkaline phosphatases was based on experimental work on
PAS, which showed that this enzyme is not only a proficient
sulfatase but also that its promiscuous phosphodiesterase activity
is of a level that is comparable to the native activity.67 In addition,
experimental studies of phosphate mono- and diesters and a
sulfate monoester with p-nitrophenyl leaving groups showed that
PAS is a much less proficient phosphomonoesterase than a
phosphodiesterase. This observation indicates that this enzyme
prioritizes the charge similarity of monoanionic phosphate
diester substrates to the ‘‘native’’ monoanionic sulfate monoester
substrate, over the geometric similarity of dianionic phosphate
monoester substrates to the native substrate.63 Such an eﬀect is
in good agreement with previous studies that used metal fluoride
transition state analogues to demonstrate that anionic charge is
prioritized over geometry in enzymes catalyzing phosphoryl
transfer.85
Our methodology of choice for studying the specificity and
promiscuity of this enzyme specifically, and phosphatases in
general, has been the empirical valence bond (EVB) approach of
Warshel and coworkers.86,87 This approach, which is reviewed
in detail in e.g., ref. 88–90, is a multiscale empirical VB/MM
approach, that uses classical force fields to describe chemical
reactivity within a quantum mechanical framework. EVB is,
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Fig. 5 (A) The active sites of E. coli alkaline phosphatase (AP, PDB ID: 1ED9), X. citri nucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase (NPP, PDB ID:
2GSN), R. leguminosarum phosphonate monoester hydrolase (PMH, PDB ID: 2VQR), and P. aeruginosa arylsulfatase (AS, PDB ID: 1HDH). (B) Catalytic
proficiencies (log10(kcat/KM)) for the native and cross-promiscuous activities (i.e., phosphomonoesterase, phosphodiesterase/pyrophosphatase, phosphonate monoesterase, and arylsulfatase) of the four diﬀerent members of the alkaline phosphatase superfamily, shown in blue, red, green, and orange,
respectively. The data was taken from Table 1 of ref. 59, see this work and references cited therein.

therefore, computationally very efficient, allowing for the extensive
conformational sampling necessary to obtain convergent free
energies. At the same time, well-parameterized force fields can
carry a tremendous amount of chemical information with
which to describe (bio)chemical reactivity. The postulated
reaction mechanism and active site of PAS is shown in Fig. 6.
Our calculations63 suggested that the phosphatase activity of
this enzyme proceeds through a substrate-assisted mechanism,
similar to that suggested for other phosphatases34–36,91,92
(although this data will need revisiting in light of our more
recent studies of model systems20,25,63). In contrast, the sulfatase
activity of this enzyme appears to utilize the active site histidine,
H115, as a general base with which to deprotonate the active site
nucleophile. In addition, significant differences were observed
experimentally in the kcat/KM pH rate profiles of the sulfatase and
phosphomonoesterase activities, which we postulated arose from
differences in the protonation state of a key active site lysine,
K113, upon binding mono- vs. dianionic substrates.93
Globally, our calculations suggested that the promiscuity of
this enzyme arises due to ‘‘electrostatic flexibility’’,63 i.e., the
ability of individual amino acids to take on more than one
catalytic role during transition state stabilization and to compensate
for each other upon binding of diﬀerent substrates with diﬀerent
requirements for eﬃcient catalysis. This is in agreement with
experimental work on the organophosphate hydrolase serum
paraoxonase 1 (PON1),94–96 which has also pointed to catalytic
versatility of individual active site residues, and is further
supported by our subsequent computational work on different
PMHs.63 Finally, a comparison of structural and physico-chemical
properties of the active sites of different alkaline phosphatases
vs. the number of known activities for these enzymes shows a

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

Fig. 6 (A) Overlay of the active sites of the phosphonate monoester
hydrolase from R. leguminosarum (RlPMH, PDB ID: 2VQR, cyan) and the
arylsulfatase from P. aeruginosa (PAS, PDB ID: 1HDH, orange). (B) A
generalized schematic of the corresponding reaction mechanism, where
the relative active site acid and base are shown as A and B respectively. The
figure is modified with permission from figures originally published in
ref. 63. Copyright the American Chemical Society.
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correlation between larger active site volume and polar solvent
accessible surface area with a greater number of promiscuous
activities. Overall, what our work suggests is that, in the case of
the AP superfamily, as long as the number of available interactions is greater than the number of necessary interactions for
efficient transition state stabilization, these enzymes are able to
be catalytically promiscuous.63
Due to its importance in understanding catalytic promiscuity
and protein evolution, the AP superfamily has, in fact, been the
subject of numerous computational studies, some highlights of
which we will mention here. Cui and coworkers showed that, for
APs, the substrate binds the enzyme in a conformation that
partially resembles the transition state (deformed ground
state),97 and that the leaving group can be stabilized by diﬀerent
interactions as a consequence of the P–Olg cleavage degree.98
From a methodological perspective, this system has provided a
valuable ‘‘stress test’’, both for the treatment of transition metal ions
in hybrid simulations,99–102 as well as for the parameterization of
the approximate density functional theory, DFTB3, for modeling
magnesium and zinc ions in biological applications.103 Also, we
refer interested readers to ref. 99–103, which among other issues
explore the effect of environment on transition state variability, both
relative to the non-enzymatic reaction and across a series of
compounds, using alkaline phosphatases as a model system. In
addition, several important experimental studies recently focused
on, e.g., the AP superfamily architecture or interdependence of the
catalytic residues.104–107

4 Modeling the evolution of
organophosphate hydrolases
Organophosphate hydrolases (OPases) such as the bacterial
phosphotriesterase (PTE), serum paraoxonase 1 (PON1), and
methyl parathion hydrolase (MPH) (among other systems) are a
class of enzymes that have evolved the capacity to hydrolyze
neurotoxic organophosphate compounds.108–112 These compounds,
which inhibit the enzyme acetylcholine esterase, block key pathways
in neurotransmission and are a major cause of death worldwide
through accidental, malicious, or deliberate exposure.113,114 From a
biochemical perspective, these enzymes are particularly interesting
as organophosphates are anthropogenic compounds that have only
had widespread usage for less than a century,115–117 and yet a variety
of enzymes from different organisms and different protein folds
have evolved the ability to hydrolyze these compounds with respectable catalytic proficiencies115 (in the case of PTE, the hydrolysis of
paraoxon by this enzyme is diffusion limited118). Unsurprisingly,
these enzymes have been the subject of significant experimental
and computational work; due to the large volume of work in this
area, we will not provide here all studies but rather refer the reader
to reviews such as ref. 59, 119, and 120, and references cited therein
for examples of key literature. Our interest in this topic, as in the
case of the members of the alkaline phosphatase superfamily, has
been in both mechanisms as well as in the molecular drivers for
the evolution of organophosphatase activity. In this section, we
will discuss some of our work in this area,84,94,95,121 as well as
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the associated methodological challenges, and how were they
overcome.
A key feature of OPases is their catalytic promiscuity, in that
many OPases can also hydrolyze a range of cyclic and/or acyclic
esters, as well as other related compounds, in addition to their
native organophosphate hydrolase activity.120,122,123 In many
cases, for example, OPase activity emerged from lactonase
activity, in enzymes with either deep buried active sites, or
active site loops that act as lids, sequestering the active site
from solvent.95,124 In addition, in the case of the OPase methyl
parathion hydrolase (MPH, Fig. 7), this enzyme is not only
catalytically promiscuous, but also metal-promiscuous. Metalion substitutions have been demonstrated to not just lead to
changes in the specificity pattern of this enzyme, but also the
emergence of cryptic promiscuous actives not observed with the
native metal ion.84 From a computational perspective, this is a
challenging system to study, as (1) there are not one but two
metal ions in the active site (Fig. 7A), (2) these metal ions are
‘‘non-trivial’’ to model, including Co2+, Ni2+, and Mn2+, and (3)
there is an additional question of what the reaction mechanism
is. The main mechanistic question is whether the nucleophile
is a bridging hydroxide ion between the two metal ions (as has
been proposed in the related case of PTE120,125,126 that has a
quite similar active site127), or is it a terminal hydroxide ion,
which is more reasonable for MPH in terms of steric constraints in
the active site, limiting viable substrate binding conformations
(Fig. 7B).
We recently performed a detailed EVB study of both the
arylesterase and the organophosphatase activities of MPH in
complex with five diﬀerent metal ions (Zn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+,
and Mn2+, Fig. 7C).84 A key diﬀerence between the two substrates
is the preferred angle of attack between the oxygen atom of the
incoming nucleophile, the C/P atom of the relevant substrate,
and the oxygen atom of the bond being cleaved; in the case of the
organophosphate substrate, this is preferentially in-line at 1801,
whereas in the case of the arylester, the preferred angle of attack
is a Bürgi–Dunitz angle at least of 901.84 As discussed in our
previous work,84 this affects the preferential substrate binding
pose for efficient chemistry, and, thus, the key stabilizing interactions at the transition state. Therefore, differences in catalytic
efficiency between the different substrates are to be expected.
However, understanding differences in catalytic efficiency for
the same substrate between the different metal ions is more
challenging. Our multi-site model was able to reproduce experimental data with excellent accuracy, but both the transition states
and the stabilizing interactions were extremely similar between the
different metal ions (for each substrate). Despite these similarities,
our calculations could reproduce the up to 4 kcal mol 1 differences
in activation free energy between the different metal ions.
What our model suggested was that rather than major
structural diﬀerences at the transition state or changes in
interactions between the transition state and the surrounding
enzyme, the biggest diﬀerence between the diﬀerent systems
was the electrostatic properties of the metal ions themselves,
which were implicitly accounted for in the parameterization of
our multi-site models, and which led to diﬀerent degrees of
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Fig. 7 The transition states of methyl parathion hydrolase (MPH), with two metal ions in the active site and with (A) paraoxon or (B) p-nitrophenyl
butyrate. (C) The calculated activation free energy for hydrolysis of two diﬀerent substrates by MPH, in the presence of diﬀerent metal ions (i.e., Ni2+,
Mn2+, Zn2+, Co2+, and Fe2+). Panels (A) and (B) are reproduced with permission from ref. 84. Figure originally published in the Philos. Trans. R. Soc., A
under a Creative Commons CC-BY license. Panel C is assembled from the data published in the same reference.

transition state stabilization, depending on which metal ion
was being considered. This observation points to electrostatic
flexibility. However, contrary to what we see in the case of the
alkaline phosphatases,63 in the case of MPH we observed a local
electrostatic flexibility in terms of the properties of the metal
ions, driving the evolution of new functions and emergence of
cryptic promiscuous activities.84
Other systems of interest to us have been serum paraoxonase
1 (PON1)94,95 and diisopropyl fluorophosphatase (DFPase).121
Both enzymes are six-blade b-propellers, with the active site
located in the central tunnel of the propeller (Fig. 8).128–131 In
addition, both enzymes bind two Ca2+ ions that are 7.4 Å apart
in PON1 and 9.4 Å apart in DFPase.131 The Ca2+ ion buried more
deeply into the central tunnel of the b-propeller plays a

primarily structural role, whereas the more solvent exposed
Ca2+ ion is catalytically important.131 In addition, PON1 (but
not DFPase) associates with high density lipoprotein (HDL)
in vivo, and is dependent on lipid association for its biological
function, as the tertiary structure otherwise quickly and irreversibly
unfolds.132,133 Indeed, experiments with this system are typically
conducted in the presence of lipid or detergent micelles,134–136 or
reconstituted HDL (rHDL).94,133
There have been a number of computational studies of both
PON1 and DFPase that have primarily focused on either (1) trying
to elucidate the catalytic mechanism for this enzyme,94,95,120,128,137
or (2) to obtain insights into either membrane association94,138
or the dynamics of a catalytically important active site loop95,139
that is far more flexible in PON1 than in DFPase.140 In our case,

Fig. 8 Comparison of serum paraoxonase 1 (PON1, blue) and DFPase (brown), highlighting also their respective Ca2+ ions and active site residues. Here,
H1 and H2 denote the H1 and H2 helices, discussed in the text. On the right side, a closer view of the active site with the key catalytic residues is shown.
This figure is modified with permission from ref. 121. Copyright the American Chemical Society.
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we have addressed a number of issues using a combination of
EVB simulations and structural bioinformatics tools. As our
starting point, we explored the mechanisms of both organophosphate (paraoxon) and lactone (5-thiobutyl butyrolactone,
TBBL) hydrolysis by this enzyme, as a baseline to indirectly
probe the eﬀect of membrane binding on the catalytic activity.
Specifically, experimental data shows that the native lactonase
activity of PON1 is substantially stimulated (enhanced) when
binding to rHDL compared to lipid and detergent micelles,
whereas the corresponding promiscuous organophosphatase
activity is barely aﬀected.94 We would like to point out that
there is no structure of PON1, or indeed any other enzyme, in
complex with HDL, which prevents building appropriate models.
Therefore, we decided to examine this problem indirectly, by
creating models of PON1 in which perturbed structures of the
membrane-binding helices (highlighted in Fig. 8) were obtained
through normal mode analysis, mimicking the structural
perturbations caused by membrane binding. These perturbed
conformations were then restrained in subsequent EVB simulations
of the catalytic activity. Our simulations showed, in agreement with
the experimental data, that these structural perturbations had a
much more radical impact on the lactonase than the organophosphatase activity, and both experiment and computation pointed to
the origin of this eﬀect being the rigidification of a key catalytically
important hydrogen bonding network that extends over 15 Å from
the surface H2 helix (K192) of PON1, through the catalytic calcium
ion (Fig. 8). It would appear that membrane association freezes out
catalytically unfavourable motions along this hydrogen-bonding
network, thus increasing the likelihood of PON1 being found in a
catalytically competent conformation.94
We have, in addition, performed a combined experimental
and computational study of the relationships between the
flexibility of the PON1 active site loop and the catalytic activity
of this enzyme through mutations of a key residue, Y71, that
sits at the tip of this loop and forms a hydrogen bonding
interaction with D183 (Fig. 8). Residue D183 is a key participant
in the hydrogen bonding network along the central tunnel of
PON1, as it forms hydrogen bonding interactions with several
other residues, including Y71, N168, H184, and K192. Therefore,
substitutions of this residue have been experimentally shown to
be drastic for the catalytic activity of this enzyme.94,95 As would be
expected, mutations of Y71 result in the loss of this hydrogen
bonding interactions, and a concomitant increase in loop
flexibility and solvent-accessibility of the active site (Fig. 9).
These mutations result in a minimal eﬀect on the native
lactonase activity (which would be expected to be more robust),
whereas they have a detrimental eﬀect of up to 2.8 kcal mol 1
increase in activation free energy (Y71G) for the promiscuous
organophosphatase activity.95 Both substrates are large, ‘‘greasy’’
molecules, where one would expect increased solvation of the
active site to have a negative impact on the corresponding
catalytic activities. However, our calculations95 (Fig. 9) suggest
that the active site of even wild-type PON1 is already far more
solvated when TBBL is bound than when paraoxon is bound, and
therefore the diﬀerential upon mutating Y71 is much larger for
paraoxon than for TBBL, leading to the much greater loss in
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Fig. 9 Active site of serum paraoxonase 1 (PON1) WT and Y71G mutant
with paraoxon (A and B) and 5-thiobutyl butyrolactone (TBBL, panels C
and D) in the transition state. Mutation to glycine shows stronger solvation
of the active site. Figure is reproduced with permission from ref. 95.
Copyright the American Chemical Society.

catalytic activity. There are several examples of lactonases that
have evolved the ability to hydrolyze organophosphates,141–145
and a comparison of different organophosphates in the literature
shows a general tendency to either have deep buried active sites,
or ‘‘floppy’’ active site loops that can sequester the active site
from solvent (see discussion in ref. 59 and 95). Based on our data
and other examples in the literature, we proposed that active site
hydrophobicity, which is a necessary feature for the hydrolysis of
hydrophobic substrates such as lactones, is a key driver in the
evolution of organophosphatase activity.94
Finally, we have performed a detailed mechanistic study of
the hydrolysis of DFP by DFPase, considering not just EVB
simulations of the chemical step of catalysis, but also mutational,
temperature, and pH eﬀects on the calculated activation
free energies.121 Having established that DFPase and PON1
hydrolyze organophosphates through identical chemical
mechanisms, this raises the question of why two enzymes with
the same mechanism and with very similar active sites are not
cross-promiscuous? That is, while both DFPase and PON1 are
eﬃcient catalysts of the hydrolysis of DFP and paraoxon,
respectively, they are poor catalysts of the hydrolysis of each
other’s substrates.121 We performed a detailed analysis of the
(lack of) cross-promiscuity between these two systems, illustrating
in particular that in addition to expected structural and dynamical
diﬀerences between the two enzymes, a key functional residue in
PON1, D183, discussed above, is in fact severely detrimental to the
DFPase activity of this enzyme due to electrostatic repulsion
between the aspartate side chain and the fluoride leaving
group.121 Understanding such diﬀerences in specificity at the fine
molecular detail is an important first step towards re-engineering
organophosphate hydrolases that can more eﬃciently break down
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highly neurotoxic organophosphate nerve agents with challenging
leaving groups such as sarin (fluoride) or VX (thiol).

5 Understanding the mechanisms of
biological GTP hydrolysis
We would like to touch upon some of the associated challenges
with understanding the mechanisms of biological GTP hydrolysis.
GTPases are a broad superclass of biologically crucial enzymes
involved in all cellular functions, from signaling to protein
synthesis to programmed cell death.22,146,147 Many GTPases
have similar active sites and constellations of key catalytic
residues (Fig. 10),148–152 and yet as with DFPase and PON1, small
but subtle differences can be enough to result in substantially
different catalytic efficiencies, in line with the different demands
of their varied biological functions. The fine details of the mechanisms of GTP hydrolysis by this enzyme have been the subject of
substantial debate, focusing on not just the nature of the transition
state (associative vs. dissociative),22 but also the feasibility of
substrate- vs. general-base assisted catalysis,34–36,92,153–157 as well
as the involvement of one vs. two water molecules at the transition
state for GTP hydrolysis.22 The broad disagreements in the literature
highlight the challenges involved in studying these compounds, and
why better computational tools that can distinguish between the
different mechanistic pathways in a definitive way are clearly
needed. We have examined these systems to some extent, using
computational Eyring plots as a powerful tool to discriminate
between different mechanistic alternatives,158 as associative vs.
dissociative transition states give very different thermodynamic
parameters, and there is excellent experimental data available on
these systems.91,92,146–148,150–152,154,159–161 Clearly, in order to make
mechanistic conclusions, it is essential to be able to reproduce
a range of (and ideally all) available experimental markers,
and thus understanding the mechanisms of biological GTP
hydrolysis remains not just a biochemically important problem
that is not yet fully resolved, but also an excellent test of the
quality of computational methodologies and their ability to
make meaningful chemical predictions.

Feature Article

6 Overview and conclusions
The controlled formation and cleavage of phosphate ester
bonds lies at the heart of biology, and yet the mechanisms of
these reactions have remained controversial and often poorly
understood. The controversies are in part driven by the inherent
mechanistic complexity of these reactions, and in part by the
apparent contradictions between experimental and computational
(and also computational vs. computational) predictions (often for
the same system). Understanding the mechanisms, specificity, and
evolution of biological phosphate hydrolysis has been a topic of
great interest to our research team, and an area where we have
invested substantial computational eﬀort. We have discussed
herein some of the major computational challenges involved
in studying these mechanistic chameleons, using examples
from our own work as showcase systems. We also demonstrate
that advances in both computer power and new computational
approaches have allowed us (and others) to address problems
that would have been unthinkable just a decade ago. These
advances make it possible to not only provide more rigorous
models for existing open questions, such as understanding
the fundamental mechanisms of phosphate transfer in key
systems, but also to address increasingly challenging problems
such as the fine details of molecular evolution,60,63,121 or the
operation of molecular machines.162,163 The latter point is
provided, however, that the computational approaches are
suﬃciently accurate in their description of structural and
energetic changes in the systems of interest, in order to be
able to reliably capture the subtle diﬀerences that can control
the switch from one function to another. At present, even the
best computational approaches do not provide accuracies of
better than 1 kcal mol 1, if even that, for large biomolecular
systems. Therefore, although phosphate hydrolysis is by now an
‘‘old’’ reaction, there remain many new paths to follow, and we
believe the coming years will be an exciting time for the field,
both in terms of resolving existing mechanistic controversies as
well as in tackling new biological problems, such as for
instance designing novel phosphatases with tailored catalytic
properties.

Fig. 10 Comparison between the active sites of (A) Ras GTPase activating protein (RasGAP) in complex with phosphonate guanosine diphosphate
analogue (GNP, PDB IDs: 1CTQ and 1WQ1), (B) elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) with guanosine triphosphate analogue (GCP, PDB ID: 2XQD), and (C) human
Rab 1 in complex with GTPase-activating protein (GAP) and BeF32 (PDB ID: 4HLQ). The key residues in these systems are the: (A) arginine finger,
R789, (B) phosphate, A2662, from the sarcin–ricin loop (SRL) on the ribosome, and (C) arginine–glutamine finger, i.e., R105 and Q144, from the
corresponding GAP.
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